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RICHMINT REFERRAL & REWARDS PROGRAMME
TERMS AND CONDITIONS
How to earn RMW points:
A. NEW REGISTRATION
1.

Any customer who has created his/her account on RICHMINT DAO
website can share his/her referral code /link to his friends and family
members.

2.

When his/her referral shared link is used for creating user account on
RICHMINT DAO, his/her account will be credited with 100 RMW points
automatically. These points can be seen in the referral section of user
once he/she logs into the account on RICHMINT DAO page.

3.

These RMW points get accumulated as referral code is used in level 1 only
(direct level). Multiple level usage of Referral link is not allowed by
system.

4.

Users creating account on www.richmint.com by using referral code will
also get 100 RMW points credited into their account.

5.

Referral points can be seen in Referral section.

6.

Use of fake email id’s, automated BOT for generating email id’s and any
other method deployed to fraudulently gain referal RMW points is not
allowed. All such users will be deactivated and blocked as soon as
system identifies.

B. PURCHASE OF RMW TOKENS
1.

7% of purchased RMW tokens will be awarded to the Referral in the form
of RMW points. This is applicable for all purchases during ICO Sale.

2.

These RMW points can be seen in Referral section as “Bonus” and also in
Dashboard as part of cumulative RMW Points alongwith Referral points.
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C. AIRDROP & BOUNTY REWARDS PROGRAMS
1.

Customers participating in these Reward Programs have to complete all
mandatory taks to be eligible for RMW Points.

2.

Customers who Register on www.richmint.com will get their Reward
points (RMWpoints) into their accounts within 7 days of closure of the
reward program.

3.

These RMW points can be seen in Rewards section and also in
Dashboard as part of cumulative RMW Points earner.

RMW point value
1 RMW point = 1 RMW token when redeemed.
It carries zero value outside the RICHMINT DAO ecosystem.

How to redeem the RMW points:
1.

Customer has to do a minimum one time purchase of RMW tokens worth
of USDT 50/- before ICO closure to redeem all the Accumulated RMW
points . Once this purchase is done, then he/she becomes eligible to
redeem RMW points. Within 7 days after ICO sale is closed, RMW points
will be automatically converted to RMW tokens and will be credited into
customer wallet in www.richmint.com provided one time purchase was
completed.

2.

In case customer does not buy any RMW tokens in his/ her account
before closure of ICO sale, then all the accumulated RMW points will
lapse automatically and cannot be converted into RMW tokens.
These terms are subject to RICHMINT’sTerms and Conditions, RICHMINT’s
Privacy Policy and laws of Estonia.
RICHMINT reserves the right to terminate and disqualify you at any time if do
not comply with any of these terms and/or applicable law.
RICHMINT reserves the right at any time to modify or discontinue with or
without notice.

